
1. INTRODUCTION 

In these days, Virtual reality field is one of the technique in 

the spotlight of modern industrial technique society. Virtual 

reality constructs a virtual world similar to real world. Such 

virtual reality technique combines real robot control system 

and get under control to motion of real robot by operation 

interface in virtual world.  

In this paper, developed robot was modeling by 3D graphic 

tool. First, we manufacture a virtual robot. A virtual robot was 

modeled with x file format by using to Direct3D. Such 

converted x file is executed in Direct3D with program and 

some commands are occurred to make same motion of real 

robot. To build an unknown environment to be matched to 

virtual environment, we proposed a hough transformation 

based algorithm. Our proposed algorithm consists of 

navigation module by using fuzzy engine and map building 

module. For constructing virtual model of real environment, 

we utilized a line-based map building method based on hough 

transformation. Map building for unknown environments is a 

fundamental requirement for effective autonomous robotic 

navigation.

One of the most popular geometrical primitives is the line 

segment. Several researchers made efforts building line 

segment maps directly from the range data of 2D range finders. 

In [8] a method is presented where a set of short line segments 

approximate the shape of almost any kind of environment. A 

similar method was described in [9]. A line segment is a 

simple feature. Hence, line-based maps represent a middle 

ground between highly reduced feature maps and massively 

redundant raw sensor-data maps. Clearly, line-based maps are 

most suited for indoor applications, or structured outdoor 

applications, where straight edged objects comprise many of 

the environmental features.  

The rest of this paper is as following. In chapter 2, the 

structure of remote controlled robot and virtual robot is 

explained. To build an unknown environment to be matched to 

virtual environment, a navigation method based on fuzzy 

inference and map building method based on hough transform 

will be presented in chapter 3 and chapter 4, respectively.

2. A CONSTRUCTION OF REMOTE CONTROL 

ROBOT AND VIRTUAL ROBOT 

The remote control robot system is developed with man 

machine interface. The robot control system consists of vision 

system and the wireless remote equipment and a circuit of 

drive. The VMMIF(Visual man machine interface) consists of 

S/W program for Joystick control, RF communication control 

to human interface. Figure 1 shows the structure of the 

developed robot system.  

Fig. 1 The control structure of the proposed robot system. 
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This system has a personal computer (PC) as a host computer 

and it can obtain information about environmental changes by 

using a vision camera of the robot, sonar sensors etc.  

It has a user interface and a path planning. The mobile robot 

can control two DC using the 16bit MPU. The CCD camera of 

the head part can rotate around a vertical and a horizontal axis 

under the control of the two Stepping motors. 

2.1 Modeling of the virtual robot 

The 3D Studio MAX used to create 3D virtual robot. The 

file format in 3D Studio MAX is stored in 3ds file. But this 

format is included a great many information. So the format 

can’t be used in real time. The geometric material must be 

embodied quickly by using minimum stored data when 

requested. For this, x file which is DirectX SDK 3D graphic 

file format is utilized. To convert 3ds(3D graphic) file into x 

file, the format of 3ds file transformed into x file by converter 

offered at DirectX8.0 SDK. In this way, created x file contains 

mesh information about the virtual robot object, which is then 

mapped onto the virtual robot by coordinate information of 

texture. Figure 2 shows modeling of virtual robot by 3D 

Studio MAX.

Fig. 2  Modeling of virtual robot. 

Figure 3 shows source code of loaded x file. Figure 4 shows 

the result execution screen of virtual robot using source code 

of loaded x file.  

Fig. 3 Source code of loaded x file. 

Fig. 4  Execution screen of virtual robot. 

2.2 The virtual robot and interface of real robot 

VMMIF(Visual man machine interface) of Host PC is 

constructed in VC++. This system generates video display in 

15 frame per second and the robot command is created by a 

joystick control. The command and the sensor data are 

translated RS232 communication.  

  Fig. 5. A state diagram of  the proposed algorithm.  

The S/W for control of the robot has 5 modules. This consists 

of sensor control module, vision system control module, I/O 

system module, message event control module and 3D virtual 

robot display module. Where sensor control system module 

and vision are serviced at every 30msec. The message event 

module controls the external device such as joystick and 

communication. The robot and a motion value of camera are 

determined by control value of joystick. This value is 

converted to control command and then translated to real and 

virtual robot. In the initial stage, all parameters for video, baud 

of RF communication and running cycle time are initialized. 

Sensor values on real world are serviced through interrupt 

servicing process. And the other modules are serviced by 

polling method. Figure 6 shows a slice of source of interface 

between the virtual robot and the real robot.  
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Fig. 6  Source code of the interface part between virtual robot 

and reality robot. 

3. ROBOT NAVIGATION MODULE FOR 

UNKNOWN ENVIRONMENT SCANNING 

The navigation module is used to direct the robot to the 
destinations planned by the motion planner for unknown 
environment scanning. It uses the left and right clearances 
produced by the PSD sensor array.  
For navigation of the robot, we assume that 

(1) Robot can make omni-directional motion 
(2) In 24 PSD sensors equipped in robot, only 4 sensors 

are used as show in Fig. 7 
(3) For navigation of unknown environment, the robot 

move to clockwise direction 
The proposed algorithm refer next fuzzy inference engine. The 
linear velocity and the turning rate generated according to the 
fuzzy rule base are then sent to the control unit of the robot. 
The collision avoidance and navigation scheme comprises of 
64 inference rules are in the form of: 

If   Si* is {F},  

Si* + 1 is {F} and 

Si* + 3 is {C}  

then  robot move to Si* direction, until the distance form Si*

sensor is near to Dsafe. Rtr is ZE 

Where   Si* ={ F,M,N,C }  

               Si*+1 = { F,M,N,C}  

               Si*+3 = { F,M,N,C}  

turning-rate ={VL,LE,ZE,RI,VR} 

 Si* : i-th Sensor  

 Rtr : Turnning rate of robot

The linguistic variables are defined as far(F), medium(M), 

near(N),close(C) turn very left (VL), turn left(LE), turn 

zero(ZE), turn right(RI), turn very right(VR) and Dsafe is safe 

distance between robot and wall. 

Fig.7 The robot has 24 PSD sensors array and i-th sensor in 

the array Si is forward direction sensor. Figure 8(a) shaws an 

exemplary map. The result of navigation is shown in Figure 

8(b).

Fig. 8(a)  An exemplary map. 

Fig .8(b) A result of navigation. 

The navigation module tracks the position and the 

orientation of the robot while the collision avoidance and 

navigation module controls the motion of the robot. These 

modules carry out their tasks under the direction of the motion 

planner. The motion planner generates motions by repeatedly 

specifying destinations and the directions of the destinations 

relative to the heading of the robots as one of the inputs of the 

fuzzy inference engine. Figure 9 shows the state diagram of 

the motion planner. It first tries to find the boundary of the 

area to be scanned. When a new object is found, the following 

object states are entered again and afterwards, the scan data 

for map building is updated. The operation will stop when the 

robot meet to a goal position which is initial position attached 

to the wall. Firstly, robot finds initial position attached to the 

wall and follows the wall with clockwise direction. If the robot 

meets a deadlock state, it turns and moves to the moving 

clockwise state. This process keeps going until the robot meets 

goal position. 

Fig.9  State diagram of the motion planner. 
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4. MAP BUILDING MODULE 

One of the most simple geometrical primitives is the line 

segment. After obtaining scan data from navigation module, 

line segments for constructing the environment are determined 

by modified hough transform as follows.  

For scan data nkyxs kkk ,...,2,1),,(
STEP 1: generate hough transform domain.  

STEP 2:  

         (1) find a quantized cells in which the number is over  

n
in hough domain.  

         (2) remove the cells  whose hough transform number is 

smaller than near cells in a window in the set of 

selected cells.  

STEP 3: find a minimum and a maximum position in the 

selected cells of STEP 2.  

STEP 4: remove the isolated scan data  

     Step 4.1:find distance betweens scan data sorted as 

minimum position.  

 Step  4.2 :remove a minimum scan data if it's distance is 

larger than average value of the other distances as 

many as 
n

times.  

In STEP 3, the scan data in a cell represent positions in a line 

segment. Therefore the line segment can be drived simply by 

connecting the minimum and maximum position data. Fig. 10 

shows an isolated scan data 
0s  where 

0s ,...,
ks are included 

in the same cell in hough domain. In the distance between the 

data, the distance of the isolated scan data is larger than the 

other's distance. 
n

 and 
n

 in STEP 2 and STEP 4.2 are 

65 and 10, respectively. 

Fig. 10 A case when scan data and isolated data are in a 
cell of hough domain. 

5. EXPERIMENTS

A remote control robot system and a virtual robot similar to 

the real robot were developed by using Direct3D SDK as 

shown in Figure 11. The top left of the screen reveals the 

video frame of the real robot. The bottom right of the screen 

represents a virtual robot. The top right of the screen displays 

a capture scene. The left bottom one represents a data 

information from joystick. For a map building of real 

environment, navigation module base on fuzzy inference and 

map building based on hough transform was proposed.    

Fig. 8(a) shows a exemplary map for navigation and the result 

of navigation module processing shown in Fig. 8(b). 

Fig. 11 A monitor display in host PC.

The fuzzy engine consists of 64 inference rules. Fig. 12, Fig. 

13 shows a test bed example map and the result from proposed 

map building module processing, respectively. In hough 

transformation, resolution is 1 degree in  and 1/300 of 

whole workspace in .

Fig.12 Test example for map building processing 

Fig.13 A result of map building 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
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The basic components for a virtual robot control system 

interfaced with real environment were developed. For this, a 

real robot with virtual interface module was developed and 

virtual robot of simular image with real robot was created by 

putting on 3D graphic texture to the real robot. To build an 

unknown environment to be linked with virtual environment, 

we proposed a hough transformation based algorithm. Our 

proposed algorithm consists of navigation module by using 

fuzzy engine and map building module. As a future works, an 

algorithm for constructing a virtual environment by using map 

building data will be studied and a more intelligent algorithm 

for finding of an accurate line segment will be developed.  
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